REMOVE THE MASK

AND FOCUS ON YOUR TASK
STRESSVEST®

Item #: SV-V

StressVest® is the world’s first non projectile, force on force, firearm tactical training system capable of creating stress through a pain penalty without fear of projectile injury for training Law Enforcement Officers and Military Soldiers. The system utilizes training firearms that fire a laser pulse which activates the StressVest® when it strikes center mass. Depending on the setting, the vest will either deliver a vibration or a safe, localized shock to the abdomen.

StressVest® (SV-V) includes the following:

1. VEST RECEIVER
   - Holds the sensor receivers that recognize the laser pulse sent by the training firearm.
   - One size fits all with adjustable buckles
   - Optional extenders for larger students

2. STRESSX® PRO BELT
   - Externally worn belt that delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through clothing or a vibration for role players
   - 12 Advanced Training Modes including Role Player, Stress Exposure, Move to Cover and Injured Officer

3. TRANSMITTER
   - Connects to back of the StressVest® vest receiver
   - Sends wireless signal to StressX® Pro Belt once vest receiver is activated
   - Mini USB Port for remote software upgrading and recharging of battery

4. CHARGERS & USB CABLE
   - Use for charging StressX® Pro Belt and Transmitter
   - USB cable for StressX® Pro Belt and Transmitter remote software upgrade

5. CUSTOM LOCKABLE CARRYING CASE
   - Watertight
   - Guaranteed for life
   - Press & pull latches
   - Double-layered, soft-grip handles
   - Padlockable
   - Vortex® Valve
   - Flush powerful hinges
   - Lightweight strong HPX® resin
   - Custom foam
STRESSVEST® ACCESSORIES

SIDE PANELS
Item #: SV-SP
- Rewards students for incapacitation hits to the vital organs on the side of the body.
- Comes as a set of two.

FACE SENSOR BASEBALL CAP
Item #: SV-HSBC02
- Rewards students for face shots.
- Captures hits to the upper facial region.
- Available in black.

FACE SENSOR GOGGLES
Item #: SV-HSGOG
- Rewards students for face shots.
- Captures hits to the upper facial region.
- Designed for use with ballistic helmets.

HEAD SENSOR HIT KIT™ GOGGLES
Item #: SV-HSGOG-HK
- Conduct close quarter training without the need to wear the Stressvest® panels.
- Only compatible with Role Player (CQT) lasers (SV-BFLPI-CQT).

ARM SHOCKER
Item #: SV-ARMS
- Simulates pain of dominant arm injuries.
- Advance Training Modes and adjustable pain penalty.
- Activated via key fob or laser strike to Arm Shocker sensors.

ARM SHOCKER Y-ADAPTOR
Item #: SV-ARMS-Y
- Integrates StressVest® (SV-V) with Arm Shocker (SV-ARMS).
- Allows hit to StressVest® to activate Arm Shocker (SV-ARMS).

CQT INSTRUCTOR TABLET
Item #: SV-TAB
- Remotely configure and control up to 20 StressVests®.
- Remotely activate any individual StressVest®.
- Real time monitoring of hits.

HEART RATE MONITOR
Item #: SV-HRM
- Monitor student heart rate during training when using CQT Instructor Tablet (SV-TAB).
- For use with StressVest CQT Instructor Tablet (SV-TAB).
STRESSVEST® ACCESSORIES

ARES ARM SHOCKER
Item #: SV-ARES
• Used to simulate the restrictive motion, stress, and pain of dominant arm injuries.
• The pain penalty can be stopped by the student moving their arm to a fixed, flexed position.
• Activated via key fob or StressVest®.

HAND HELD LASER ACTIVATOR
Item #: SV-HHLA
• Instructor initiated point and push activation.
• Allows Instructor to immediately activate any specific StressVest® line of sight.

INTERACTIVE MULTI-TARGET TRAINING SYSTEM
Item #: SV-I-MTTS-5
• Works with StressVest® iR lasers.
• Includes a choice of buzzer and light hit indication systems.
• Five shooting modes. Includes 20 target cards (3-5 inches).

QUICK SIGHT CAMERA
Item #: SV-QS
• Easy to install plug and play USB ir camera.
• Allows user to see and sight StressVest® invisible ir laser training weapons with advanced laser tracking software.
• Software included.

STRAP EXTENDERS
Item #: SV-VEXT
• Designed to add additional length to the waste strapping on the StressVest®.
• Available in black.

10 PORT USB CHARGING HUB
Item #: SV-10PORT
• Conventionally charges StressX® Pro Belts and StressVest® Transmitter.

STRESSX® PROTECTIVE BELT COVER
Item #: SV-STRESSX-C
• Blocks the lights to ensure the role player cannot be easily located.
• Available in black.
The StressX® Tactical is specifically designed for CQT training such as room clearing, hostage rescue and building searches where firearm engagement occurs within 45 feet of the adversary. Role players are outfitted with a specific Role Player StressVest® that is designed to be hidden under a single layer of clothing and will only activate when accurate shot placement is displayed by your operators. Add the face sensor to your role player and create hyper realistic body armour drills.

**StressX® Tactical (SX-TAC) includes the following:**

1. **StressX® Tactical Controller**
   - Multiple Advanced Training Modes.
   - Six levels of pain penalties.
   - Machined aluminum.
   - MIL spec anodized black finish.
   - Mounted in Molle Mounting Pouch (included) on the back of student's molle vest.
   - Uses 4x AA batteries.

2. **Hit Kit Goggles or Helmet Sensors**
   - 360 degree hit zone
   - Hit Kit Goggles (sensors incorporated into ESS goggles)
   - Hit Kit Helmet Sensor package (helmet NOT included) is designed to be attached to any ballistic helmet
   - Used with CQT lasers for indoor training ONLY (use traditional StressVest receiving vest system for outdoor training)

3. **Belt Shocker or Vibrator**
   - Belt Shocker delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through one layer of clothing
   - Belt Vibrator delivers a vibration
   - Belt fully adjustable - one size fits all
   - Available in black

4. **Arm Shocker or Vibrator**
   - Arm Shocker delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through one layer of clothing
   - Arm Vibrator delivers a vibration
   - Arm band fully adjustable - one size fits all

5. **MOLLE Mounting Pouch**
   - Used for carrying StressX Tactical Controller
   - Includes two x 4” MOD straps for mounting to MOLLE vests
   - Available in black

**StressVest® UTM™ Blank Fire Pistol Conversion Kit**

**StressX® Tactical**

**Hit Kit™ Helmet Sensing System**

**BELT SHOCKER OR VIBRATOR**

**ARM SHOCKER OR VIBRATOR**

**MOLLE MOUNTING POUCH**

**CARRYING CASE**

Item #: SX-TAC-C

- Heavy duty protective carrying case
- Lockable and custom foamed

SOLD SEPARATELY
Utilizing safe, localized and adjustable electrical impulses, the StressX® ELITE M.I.L.E.S is the world’s most advanced haptic feedback system for combative training.

Designed to meet the rigors of military training, the StressX® ELITE M.I.L.E.S can be integrated with existing M.I.L.E.S gear, StressVest® receivers, and/or MIL-SIM-FX™ Training IED’s.

**StressX® Elite (SX-E-MILES) includes the following:**

1. **StressX® ELITE CONTROLLER**
   - Multiple Advanced Training Modes.
   - Six levels of pain penalties.
   - Machined aluminum.
   - MIL spec anodized tan finish.
   - Mounted in Molle Mounting Pouch (included) on the back of student’s molle vest.
   - Uses 4 AA batteries.

2. **BELT SHOCKER OR VIBRATOR**
   - Belt Shocker delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through one layer of clothing.
   - Belt Vibrator delivers a vibration.
   - Belt fully adjustable - one size fits all.
   - Available in tan.

3. **ARM SHOCKER OR VIBRATOR**
   - Arm Shocker delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through one layer of clothing.
   - Arm Vibrator delivers a vibration.
   - Arm band fully adjustable - one size fits all.

4. **MOLLE MOUNTING POUCH**
   - Used for carrying StressX® ELITE M.I.L.E.S Controller.
   - Includes two x 4” MOD straps for mounting to MOLLE vests.
   - Available in tan.

**SAAB INTEGRATION DEVICE**
- Item #: SX-E-MILES-SID
- Allows StressX® ELITE M.I.L.E.S Controller to be integrated with Saab® Personnel Detection Device (PDD) wirelessly.
- Triggers the StressX® Elite M.I.L.E.S. when the PDD is activated during training.

**CUSTOM CARRYING CASE**
- Item #: SX-E-MILES-C
- Heavy duty protective Pelican™ carrying case.
- Lockable and custom foamed.
- Holds up to 10 units.

**STRESSX® ELITE M.I.L.E.S.**
Item #: SX-E-MILES

SOLD SEPARATELY

SOLD SEPARATELY
STRESSX® ELITE CQT
Item #: SX-E-CQT

The StressX® Tactical is specifically designed for CQT training such as room clearing, hostage rescue and building searches where firearm engagement occurs within 45 feet of the adversary. Role players are outfitted with a specific Role Player StressVest® that is designed to be hidden under a single layer of clothing and will only activate when accurate shot placement is displayed by your operators. Add the face sensor to your role player and create hyper realistic body armour drills.

StressX® Elite CQT (SX-E-CQT) includes the following:

1. **STRESSX® ELITE CONTROLLER**
   - Multiple Advanced Training Modes.
   - Six levels of pain penalties.
   - Machined aluminum.
   - MIL spec anodized tan finish.
   - Mounted in Molle Mounting Pouch (included) on the back of student’s molle vest. Uses 4x AA batteries.

2. **HIT KIT GOGGLES OR HELMET SENSORS**
   - 360 degree hit zone
   - Hit Kit Goggles (sensors incorporated into ESS goggles)
   - Hit Kit Helmet Sensor package (helmet NOT included) is designed to be attached to any ballistic helmet
   - Used with CQT lasers for indoor training ONLY (use traditional StressVest receiving vest system for outdoor training)

3. **BELT SHOCKER OR VIBRATOR**
   - Belt Shocker delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through one layer of clothing
   - Belt Vibrator delivers a vibration
   - Belt fully adjustable - one size fits all
   - Available in tan

4. **ARM SHOCKER OR VIBRATOR**
   - Arm Shocker delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through one layer of clothing
   - Arm Vibrator delivers a vibration
   - Arm band fully adjustable - one size fits all

5. **MOLLE MOUNTING POUCH**
   - Used for carrying StressX® ELITE CQT Controller
   - Includes two x 4” MOD straps for mounting to MOLLE vests
   - Available in tan

**CUSTOM CARRYING CASE**
Item #: SX-E-MILES-C
- Heavy duty protective Pelican™ carrying case
- Lockable and custom foamed
- Holds up to 10 units

SOLD SEPARATELY
**TRAINING WEAPON OPTIONS**

StressVest® has partnered with some of the leading manufacturers in the world of training lasers, training firearm conversion kits, and dedicated training pistols. The following training firearm options do not fire any type of projectile and all deliver an eye safe laser pulse that was specifically engineered to activate the StressVest®.

### Dry Fire

- **SIRT PRO TRAINER**
  - Item #: SV-SIRTGLPRE01
  - Item #: SV-SIRTGLCQT01
  - Item #: SV-SIRTGLPRE/CQT01
  - Auto-resetting trigger
  - Trigger take up indicator
  - Metal slide
  - Available in Precision, CQT
  - SV-SIRTMM-G - Additional SIRT Training Magazine

- **PORTABLE SOUND SYSTEM**
  - Item #: SV-PSS
  - Audible shot sound with each trigger pull of SIRT RF
  - Adjustable Volume
  - Plug in or battery operated
  - 3 Channel Instructor key fob for additional sound effects
  - Auxiliary input to play your own sound files
  - Includes MP3 Player with preloaded sounds.
  - Works with current SIRT RF models

- **SIRT PRO TRAINER RF**
  - Item #: SV-SIRTGLRFPRE01
  - Item #: SV-SIRTGLRF-CQT01
  - Auto-resetting trigger
  - Trigger take up indicator
  - Metal slide
  - Includes RF Module to sync and trigger sound system
  - Available in Precision and CQT

- **SMART FIREARMS TRAINING GUN**
  - Item #: SV-SF30
  - Accidental / Negligent Discharge Sensor
  - Removable Weighted Magazine
  - Trigger with Simulated Reset
  - Internal speaker
  - Adjustment tool for sight and laser
  - Fits most Safariland and Blackhawk Duty Holsters

- **SURESTRIKE COMPLETE KIT**
  - Item #: SV-LASSKIT
  - Provides dry-fire practice with your own firearm
  - Includes 9mm, .40, & .45 adapters, UhrSecure System & Case
  - Approx. 5,000 shots per battery pack
  - Available in Precision only

- **SURESTRIKE 9MM CARTRIDGE** (Pressure Activated)
  - Item #: SV-LASS-9MMP
  - Provides dry-fire practice with your own firearm
  - Compatible with all 9mm firearms
  - Approx. 5,000 shots per battery pack
  - Available in Precision only

- **SURESTRIKE .38SP/.357 CARTRIDGE**
  - Item #: SV-LASS-38SP
  - Provides dry-fire practice with your own firearm
  - Compatible with all .38/.357 firearms
  - Approx. 5,000 shots per battery pack
  - Available in Precision only

- **SURESTRIKE 12SGA ADAPTOR**
  - Item #: SV-LASS-12SGA
  - Turn the SureStrike 9mm Cartridge into a shotgun laser training system
  - Note: SureStrike 9mm Cartridge (SV-LASS-9MMP) sold separately.

*Note: Contact Setcan for details about upgrading existing SIRT Trainers.*
**DEDICATED M4 ELECTRIC TRAINING RIFLE**

Item #: SV-EM4C

- Enhanced AEG Gearbox with Kinetic Feedback System
- Proprietary ERG Recoil System
- Functional Bolt Release for Firing System Reactivation
- Includes battery charger and 1 magazine
- Available in Precision only

**SV-EM4CM** - Additional M4 Electric Training Rifle Magazine

---

**DVORAK CO2 TETHERLESS RECOIL SYSTEM**

Item #: SV-DVTRS

- Drop in recoil kit for semi-automatic and automatic firearms
- Uses compressed disposable 12g CO2 cartridge to simulate recoil
- Does NOT include firearm or Laser Insert

**SV-DVM** - Dvorak Additional Magazine

---

**SURESTRIKE 9MM CARTRIDGE**

(Vibration Activated - Pistol)

Item #: SV-LASS-9MMVP

- Provides dry-fire practice with your own firearm
- Approx. 5,000 shots per battery pack
- Available in Precision only
- Requires Spider Adaptor (SV-LASA) - sold separately

**SV-LASS-9MMVR** - SureStrike 9mm Cartridge - Vibration Activated (Rifle)

---

**RECOIL ENABLED AIRSOFT LASER CONVERSION KIT FOR KWA ATP-G17**

Item #: SV-REALG17

- Drop in barrel that converts the KWA ATP AirSoft pistols to a laser emitting full blowback training pistol to simulate a real firearm.
- Note: SureStrike 9mm Cartridge (SV-LASS-9MMVP) sold separately.

---

**RECOIL ENABLED AIRSOFT LASER CONVERSION KIT FOR KWA ATP-G19**

Item #: SV-REALG19

- Drop in barrel that converts the KWA ATP AirSoft pistols to a laser emitting full blowback training pistol to simulate a real firearm.
- Note: SureStrike 9mm Cartridge (SV-LASS-9MMVP) sold separately.

---

**RECOIL ENABLED AIRSOFT LASER CONVERSION KIT FOR KWA ATP-M9**

Item #: SV-REALM9

- Drop in barrel that converts the KWA ATP AirSoft pistols to a laser emitting full blowback training pistol to simulate a real firearm.
- Note: SureStrike 9mm Cartridge (SV-LASS-9MMVP) sold separately.

---

**SPIDER ADAPTOR**

Item #: SV-LASA

- Converts any Airsoft or Blank conversion blow back pistol to a laser emitting pistol
- Spider Adaptor is rail mounted and houses the SureStrike 9mm Vibration Cartridge (SV-LASS-9MMVP or SV-LASS-9MMVR)
- Note: SureStrike 9mm Cartridge (SV-LASS-9MMVP) sold separately.
Blank Fire

StressVest® has partnered with UTM™ to create StressVest® UTM™ Conversion Kits that are compatible with a StressVest® laser insert. With each blank round fired the laser insert will emit an eye safe laser pulse that will activate the StressVest® giving you the most realistic non-projectile force on force training possible. Also available for carbines using UTM™’s 5.56mm blank.

Pistol Conversion Kits

BERETTA 92F / M9 BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2424

BERETTA PX4 BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2611

GLOCK 17 (GEN 1-4) BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2436

GLOCK 17T (GEN1-4) BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3225

GLOCK 19 (GEN 1-4) BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2673

GLOCK 22/31 (GEN 1-4) BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2518

GLOCK 23 (GEN 1-4) BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3326

H&K USP COMPACT BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3370

H&K P2000 9MM BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2416

H&K P30 BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2787

H&K USP 9MM BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3365

SIG SAUER P320F 9MM BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2337

SIG SAUER P320C 9MM BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3321

SIG SAUER P226 9MM BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2430

SIG SAUER P226 .40CAL BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2337

SIG SAUER P228/P229 BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2627

*Note: Each StressVest® UTM™ Conversion kits requires a laser insert that is sold separately (see page 13).
Training Weapon Options

S&W M&P 9MM BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2465

S&W M&P .40CAL BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2279

WALTER P99Q BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3375

SIG SAUER P229 .40CAL BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2347

H&K G36 BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2666

M16/M4 BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2556

M16/M4 & AR 15 BLUE SAFETY MAGAZINE
Item #: SV-2815

H&K MP5 BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3350

H&K MP5 SD BLANK CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-3355

H&K MP5 MAGAZINE
Item #: SV-14-5287

SHOTGUN 12 GAUGE CONVERSION KIT
Item #: SV-2657

*SNote: Each StressVest® UTM™ Conversion kits requires a laser insert that is sold separately (see page 12).

Conversion Blanks

9MM CONVERSION BLANKS
Item #: SV-3090-01

9MM CONVERSION SILENT BLANKS
Item #: SV-3089-01

5.56MM CONVERSION BLANKS
Item #: SV-0963-01

5.56MM SILENT CONVERSION BLANKS
Item #: SV-0856-01
STRESSVEST® BLANK FIRE LASERS

Precision Laser

Precision laser demands point of aim accuracy. Forces your officers to shoot accurately under stress.

**BLANK FIRE PISTOL LASER INSERT - PRECISION**
Item #: SV-BFPLI-PRE02

**BLANK FIRE LONG GUN LASER - PRECISION**
Item #: SV-LG-PRE03

**BLANK FIRE LONG GUN MP5 MOUNT LASER - PRECISION**
Item #: SV-LGMP5ML-PRE01

Role Player (CQT) Laser

Role Player (CQT) laser allows for a larger surface area activation. It is the best solution for training tactics and decision-making with firearms during scenarios where engagement occurs within 30 feet. The Role Player (CQT) laser is designed to work in conjunction with the StressVest® Hit Kit Goggles or Hit Kit Helmet Sensors.

**BLANK FIRE PISTOL LASER INSERT - CQT**
Item #: SV-BFPLI-CQT02

**BLANK FIRE LONG GUN LASER - CQT**
Item #: SV-LG-CQT03

**BLANK FIRE LONG GUN MP5 MOUNT LASER - CQT**
Item #: SV-LGMP5ML-CQT01
INTTEGRATED TRAINING IEDs

Stand Alone Units

**MULTI FUNCTION FX ADAPTOR**
Item #: SV-MFADAP
- Integrates training IED’s with StressVest®
- RF and/or LED activation capabilities
- Adjustable kill radius from 0 to 100ft
- Includes Push Button and G sensor Activators
- Rechargeable battery

**STRESSX® PRO BELT**
Item #: SV-STRESSX
-Externally worn belt that delivers a safe, localized, fully adjustable shock through clothing or a vibration for role players
- 12 Advanced Training Modes including Role Player, Stress Exposure, Move to Cover and Injured Officer
- Can be used independently of StressVest® vest receiver for IED training

**SUICIDE VEST (Right Angle Pipe Bombs)**
Item #: SV-SV-TCDRA
- Suicide Vest includes two Right Angle Pipe Bombs and one StressVest® In-Line IED Adaptor with adjustable kill radius
- Hand trigger activated
- Two disposable 12g CO2 cartridges and one green rubber burst disc per detonation
- Add FX Powder (Cool Smoke) for a visual signature

**TRAINING IED**
Item #: SV-TW
- Generates a non pyrotechnic explosion by rupturing a replaceable “Explosion Tube” with the pressure from a 12g CO2 cartridge.
- Single tripwire initiated bomb.
- Add powder for a visual signature.

Consumables

**12 GRAM CO2 CARTRIDGES**
Item #: SV-CO2-50
Item #: SV-CO2-100
Item #: SV-CO2-250
- Formed plated disposable steel cartridge
- Liquid CO2 filled

**BURST TUBES**
Item #: TW-BT
- Simulate explosion sound.
- Fragment free.
- For use with Training IED.